PRESS RELEASE

PINK ELEPHANT INTRODUCES NEW DEVOPS TRAINING PROGRAM
A New Way To Look At DevOps Through “The Full Stack”
_______________________________________________
Burlington, ON – September 20, 2017 – Pink Elephant, a premier training and
consulting organization, announced the addition of a new certification course to its
DevOps education portfolio – “DevOps Essentials”. The new course is part of a DevOps
curriculum which will soon also include the “DevOps Advanced” certification course.
“To achieve worthwhile DevOps results, IT professionals should not just focus narrowly
on one area, such as automation, they need to understand the complete holistic
approach we call “The Full Stack” of success criteria,” said Troy DuMoulin, VP
Research & Development, Pink Elephant.
This new “DevOps Essentials” course provides a fresh and unique perspective of
DevOps through the ‘Full Stack’ – an approach that identifies the three critical success
factors of culture, practices and automation.
At the end of the three-day course students will be ready to take the examination
leading to the “DevOps Essentials Certificate”, administered by Professional
Designations.
To find out more about this new DevOps curriculum, and other courses offered by Pink
Elephant, visit www.pinkelephant.com, or call 1-888-273-PINK, or email
info@pinkelephant.com.
About Pink Elephant
We Lead The Way! A premier global training, consulting and conference service
provider, Pink Elephant has an undisputed reputation for leading the way. We’re proud
of our pioneering and innovative spirit, which has enabled us to introduce and
spearhead many revolutionary concepts and programs since our inception 40 years
ago.
To learn more about Pink Elephant and our full portfolio of training, consulting and
special events, visit www.pinkelephant.com
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For Media Inquiries, Contact:
Mehreen Hasan
Marketing Department
Pink Elephant
Phone: 905-331-5060 Ext.251
Toll Free: 1-888-273-7465
Email: m.hasan@pinkelephant.com
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